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Modeling and the use of graphics
in Web tutorials
A lesson from social learning theory
by Doug Suarez

ow do we create effective learning en
vironments for our students to help
them learn how to use library resources? And
how do we do this so they retain these skills
for use throughout their lives? One poten
tially useful explanation that can help us plan
and execute our li
brary Web instru c
tional tutorials comes
from the discipline of
social psychology.

most behavior is learned, deliberately or
inadvertently, through modeling; and that
modeling can take the form of observing
others performing certain skills or learn
ing by observing representations of desired
skills. Modeling can significantly help re
duce the trial and er
ror of learning.
T he theory in 
volves four essential
steps in the modeling
process:
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the people shown and, by association, the
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tutorial content (figure 2).
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provide quizzes within the Web tutorials (that
We store the information we have observed
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in the form of mental images and verbal de
rials into specific academic courses (whose
scriptions. We can retrieve these images at a
requirements for term papers and exams in
later date to solve a similar problem or re
turn require mastery of those library skills
peat the learned behavior. When we create
we have been trying to teach). If your pages
Web tutorials, we need to use images that
are well constructed with text and comple
reinforce our message in the best ways pos
mentary images, and they are presented in
sible to help our students recall these tutorial
an attractive and relevant manner, then
images and thereby learn better.
(con tin u ed on p a g e 119)
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